K1 Series Ice Cleats

Industrial quality
Universal fit
Hi-Vis adjustable strap
Tungsten Carbide studs
Can be worn while driving
Rotate when indoors

A Game Changer:
“Using the K1 Mid-Sole has been a game changer for our company!
They’re easy to use and they really work. Incidents of slips and falls are way down this year.
Thanks Geroline!”
Senior Safety Manager, North American Logistics Company

Adjustable

Rotate

Four Mid-Sole Models to chose from:

ORIGINAL

LOW PROFILE
The original and number
one rated ice cleat in
North America.

Lower profile studs
mean this model of the
K1 Mid-Sole is ideal for
footwear with little to no
heel.

Fits most types of
footwear.

Product code: K1MID

INTRINSIC

Product code: K1MID-LOW

INTRINSIC - LOW PROFILE
Similar in every way to
the Original K1 Mid-Sole
with the added bonus of
international certification
against sparking in a
variety of environments.

An Intrinsic Certified
Sparkproof version of
the Low Profile model.
(see certification chart)

(see certification chart)

Product code: K1MID-INT

Product code: K1MID-INT-LOW

Why different stud lengths? Simple, because not all work footwear is the same...
Regular length studs:

Low Profile studs:

Ideal for most work boots with a heel.

Ideal for boots or work shoes with low arches.

HIGH ARCH

Available for boots with extra high heels:

LOW ARCH

INTRINSIC MID-SOLE CERTIFICATIONS

The K1 Spacer / Shim:
Adds 5mm of depth.
Simply attach peel-and-stick (3M) to back of Mid-Sole.

In order to reach the required values of combined resistance for potentially explosive
production environments, the K1 Mid-Sole Intrinsic Certiﬁed Spark-proof model must
always be worn together with appropriate ESD footwear.

Product code: K1SPC

Easy to attach and
remove with handy
Velcro Straps.

Made from
TR Rubber:
durable and
remains
flexible in
sub-zero
temperatures.

Covers the entire
heel for effective
slip prevention on
ice and snow.

Reflective Hi-Vis
strip for additional
safety in dark
conditions.

Highly durable,
spark resistant
studs - just like
those found in
ice tires.
(Also available:
Certified Spark
Proof model.)

K1 Intrinsic Ice Cleats:
Certified Sparkproof

Dedicated to safety?
Put your name on it!

Tried and tested...
K1 Series Ice Cleats are used around the world by a wide
variety of industry professionals.
Major corporations, postal and courier services, utility
providers, municipalities and even the military all stand behind
(and on) K1 Series Ice Cleats.

Just a few satisfied K1 Series users:

K1 Series Ice Cleats:
A small investment that could save alot.

(Small/Medium)

Holster your Ice Cleats
with the K1 Utility Clip:

1874 Hwy 20, Unit 5, Fonthill, ON, Canada L0S 1E6
1 (905) 892 6000
K1series@geroline.ca

See both the K1 Series Heelstops and
K1 Series Mid-Sole Ice Cleats in action:
Visit Geroline.ca and go to the
Video Clips page.

